Sani peryarchi palangal
Introduction
Saturn is moving from Scorpio to Sagittarius on 19.12.2017 at 9.59 AM. It
will be there at Sagittarius till 20.12.2020 i.e. almost three years. Saturn is
the slow moving planet and will move from one Rasi to other for every 2.5
years. The effects of the transit on all the Rasi are as under
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This prediction is based on the Rasi (where moon stays at the time of
birth.)and will be effect on a person only 40% and the result may vary due
to the Dasha and Bukti of the person’s horoscope.
ARIES
For your Saturn was at the 8th house i.e. Scorpio for the last 3 years and
giving you lot if hardships. Now it is moving to 9th from 19.12.2017 onwards
to Sagittarius. This will put an end to all your problems of the past and
showing start of good period. Fortunately, Jupiter also at 7 th House i.e.Libra
and aspect your Rasi. Your finance, business and employment will be on the
raise and people will start respecting you. Some people will expand their
business abroad or getting employment abroad. You need to be careful when
Ketu moves to your 9th house during March 2019 to Mar 2020. The expenses
will increase during this period but your income will also increase. You need
to put more effects during this period to get the results.
TAURUS:
Although Saturn is moving to your 8th house from the 7th, you need not
worry much as Saturn is friend for your Rasi. He will not give much harm as
he used to be for you. Please take care of your health, any minor ailment to
be treated immediately. Jupiter is in 6th house and he owns eight and
eleventh house for your Rasi and be at sixth will not do any harm to you.
The effect will be ordinary without much ups and downs. But you have to be
very careful when Jupiter moved to 8th house from Mar 2019 as it is his own
house will cause health related issues. You may also face problems from the

unknown sources during the period. You will have good progress in your
business or employment from Mar 2020.
Gemini
For Gemini Rasi, Saturn was in favourble position till date i.e. in the 6 th
house and will now be moving to 7th position. There may some minor
problem in family which you will over easily since Jupiter is in the 5 th house
and aspect Rasi. The business will improve and employees will get desired
transfer. You need to be careful with you finance after Mar 2020. Family
relation will be happy and cordial. Student will get a chance to go abroad for
studies.
CANCER
The transit of Saturn will bring best for you. Your finance will improve and
some will buy or construct house during the period. All your enemies will be
tamed and you will mentally alive and happy. Work environment will be very
good and a promotion is also on the cards. Business will grow. The Ragu/
ketu transit also will give you good results. Student will study well and score
very good marks. Chances are there for those who want to travel abroad for
employment, education. It is totally very good period for you.
LEO
You must have suffered a lot and the health of your mother must have also
affected when Saturn was at 4th house. Now it is moving to 5th house from
19th Dec onwards. It is not a good place for Saturn. However, there will not
be any problem in finance but promotion will be difficult unless you have
good dasha period. Be careful when you handle finance. The period of Mar
2019 to mar 2020 will be very good from the money flow and your ventures
will be successful. After Mar 2020, you will have ordinary palan only.

Virgo

You have enjoyed a wonderful period for the last three years when Saturn
was in the 3rd house. Now it is moving to the 4th house causing problems in
family. Some people will have go to distant places for employment. Take
care of Mother’s health. However, you will not have problem money flow
since ragu in 11th house will help you. During the period 2019 you will have

more pressured in the work place and things will change from 2020
onwards.
Libra
Your seven and half period of Saturn has come to an end and the sufferings
also. Now the golden period will start. Saturn in 3rd house will make all your
ventures successful. You will get your well deserved promotion with increase
in salary also. Business will flourish and give you more profit. Eligible people
will get married. During the year 2019, you will be assigned more
responsibility. Libra people will buy flats if you are looking for the same.
Scorpio
Saturn is entering into the third part of seven and half period. Your health
will improve. But Saturn in second house will create minor problems in
family. You will get good inflow and at the same time you will have
expenditure also for a good cause. Marriage are on cards for some. Some
will buy or built house. You will be assigned more responsibility at work and
need to adjust with the superiors. This will help you in promotion. Family will
be good. Year 2019 will get you promotion and also transfer to the place of
your choice. If your having second term of seven and half period you will be
having a wonderful period.
Sagittarius
Saturn is moving to the janma rasi and you are in the middle of the seven
and half period. If you are above 23 years then you will have very good
period. Your will good job and marriage also on card for some people.
However, you will have some issues of health. Till Sept 2019 you will have
very good money flow and expenses will increase in 2020 but the expenses
may be for your marriage / higher education for you or your son/ daughter
and buying/ building a house. Therefore you need not worry much about
the seven and half period.
Capricorn
Last three years you had a wonderful period and you have received good
amount of money (which you have not expected) with the blessing of
Saturn. Now Saturn is moving to your 12th house casing seven and half
period, but you are born in Capricorn which is own house of Saturn and

hence Saturn will not give much harm or difficulties to you. The expenditure
will be on rise for good cause. You will have some minor aliment in legs
which need to be addressed quickly. Year 2018 you will receive income from
abroad or move to abroad for employment. Family will be cordial. People
working under you will supportive. Year 2019 will bring more money and
financials will get strengthened. Your business will show recovery and bring
you more profit. Some will get promotion and marriage also on card for
some. Year 2020, will be normal nothing bad will happen with limited good
incidents in life.
Aquarius
You are the blessed lot as Jupiter is in 9th house giving all the best possible
in life and now Saturn also move to the 11th house. This period will bring you
fame, name, respect, money and also celebration in your family. Finance will
be very good and there will be no stoppage for the inflow. This will continue
for the next three years.
Pisces
Saturn moving to 10th house is not bad as the statement says “pathil oru paviyavau
erukkanam” . Therefore, your business will grow and you may enter into new
ventures. All your endowers will be profitable. Some will change job for good with
place of their choice and good salary. Marriage will be on card for some in the year
2019. Students will do well in studies. . No problem in finance and love life will be
good from Sept 2018.

